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Abstract—ZigBee is a specification formalized by the IEEE
802.15.4 standard for low-power low-cost low-data-rate wireless
personal area networks. In ZigBee networks, a tree topology is
often used to construct a wireless sensor network for data deliv-
ery applications. However, delivery failures constantly occur in
ZigBee wireless applications due to node movements and network
topology changes. The conventional route reconstruction method
is designed to mitigate the effects of topology changes, but it
consumes a large amount of resources. In this paper, we exploit
the regularity in node mobility patterns to reduce the frequency of
route reconstructions and ensure that the transmission of data to
mobile nodes is efficient. To increase the data delivery ratio and
mitigate the effects of packet loss caused by the node mobility,
we propose a ZigBee node deployment and tree construction
framework. In particular, the framework considers the regular-
ity in mobility patterns during the construction of the routing
tree and deployment of nodes. It also includes an overhearing
mechanism for mobile nodes to further improve the data delivery
ratio. We present details of the proposed algorithms for node
deployment and tree construction in the framework. The effec-
tiveness of network topologies constructed under the framework
is demonstrated through comprehensive ns-2 simulations based on
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two real-world scenarios. The results show that our approach can
construct ZigBee tree topologies with a high data delivery ratio
and low routing overhead.

Index Terms—Mobility robustness, tree topologies, ZigBee wire-
less networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

W
ITH the increasing sophistication of wireless communi-

cations and sensing technologies, various sensor-based

applications, such as tour guiding and industrial automation,

generate tremendous economic and social benefits. The poten-

tial for even greater impact has motivated extensive studies

on wireless sensor networks (WSNs) in recent years [1]–[5].

For example, the ZigBee standard, designed by the ZigBee

Alliance [6], specifies the network and application layers for

sensing data deliveries.

Many ZigBee applications, such as tour guiding and indoor/

building monitoring systems, require moving objects to be

equipped with an end device that is connected to a backbone

network for data collection and dissemination [7]–[10]. An-

other category of applications use ZigBee routers as roadside

units and end devices as in-vehicle units. In such applica-

tions, ZigBee cluster-tree networks can serve as vehicle-to-

infrastructure communications in vehicular ad hoc networks

(VANETs), because ZigBee can provide low power consump-

tion, medium data rates, and reliable communications [11],

[12]. With ZigBee technologies, various intelligent transporta-

tion system (ITS) applications in VANETs such as traffic

control, system-aided navigation, location-based information

pushing, and vehicular safety access control can be realized

[13]–[15]. Normally, routers that are connected to the backbone

network are static and equipped with reliable power supplies,

whereas mobile end devices rely on batteries. In many applica-

tions such as drivers who receive traffic information from ITSs,

tourists who receive recreational information, and workers who

receive supervisory messages, the major function of mobile end

devices is to receive data from the network coordinator rather

than send data through the network. Chen et al. [16] showed

that, even if both the end device and the router are mobile, a

cluster tree performs better than a mesh structure does when

the end device is receiving data. Therefore, this paper focuses

on the ZigBee cluster tree as the main topology. Moreover,

the ZigBee specification allows a small and simple protocol

stack [17] and, thus, has lower implementation cost compared

0018-9545/$31.00 © 2013 IEEE
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with Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. The much lower power consumption

of ZigBee, compared with Wi-Fi [17], also facilitates a long

lifetime of mobile end devices, which greatly benefits the

aforementioned applications.

A network with highly mobile users raises challenging mo-

bility issues. Based on the ZigBee specification [6], a device

discovery procedure is triggered if the central server cannot lo-

cate a certain mobile end device. During the procedure, the cen-

tral server simply floods the whole network with messages to

locate the displaced end device. However, flooding the network

is costly in terms of resources, and during the procedure, the

network cannot accommodate multiple instances of rapid node

mobility [16]. Thus, we need a more efficient and automatic

approach for locating mobile end devices. In many applications,

the mobility patterns of sensor nodes are inherently regular

due to the geographical structure of the network or physical

constraints. The regularity provides useful information that can

be exploited to construct a proper routing topology for sensing

data deliveries.

To improve the downlink data delivery ratio, we propose

an approach that exploits the aforementioned information to

optimize the locations of routers and construct a mobility-

robust tree topology in a ZigBee wireless network. The ap-

proach deploys routers and constructs a topology with the

property that mobile nodes will move along the constructed

data-forwarding path with high probability. Data will reach the

target mobile nodes as long as they are within the transmission

range of any router on the forwarding path. In other words,

we choose the positions of the routers and design the tree

topology so that most movements are directed toward the root

of the tree. To achieve our objective, we gather information

about node movements in the environment and construct a

ZigBee tree topology framework. In particular, the framework

considers the regularity of the mobility patterns during the

construction of the tree and deployment of the routing nodes,

and it incorporates an overhearing mechanism for mobile nodes

to further improve the data delivery ratio. We also design

heuristic and low-complexity algorithms for node deployment

and tree construction and analyze their performance in ZigBee

networks. The effectiveness of network topologies that consider

mobility regularity is demonstrated through the ns-2 network

simulator, in which we incorporate a network deployment tool

that we developed [18], [19]. The simulation results show

that, compared with conventional approaches, the proposed

approach achieves significant improvements in data delivery in

real-world scenarios with different mobility patterns.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Section II, we review the related work, and in Section III,

we describe the system model and formulate the problem.

In Section IV, we discuss the proposed algorithms for tree

topology construction. The simulation results and analysis are

presented in Section V. Section VI contains some concluding

remarks.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss mobility mechanisms that were

proposed in the literature and explain the difficulties that arise in

the direct application of existing mobility patterns to a ZigBee

network. We also consider studies of mobility support in WSNs

and research on the deployment of such networks.

A. Enabling Connectivity With Node Mobility in MANETs

The issue of mobility in mobile networks, e.g., mobile ad

hoc networks (MANETs), delay-tolerant networks (DTNs),

and mobile wireless sensor networks (MWSNs), has generated

much research interest in recent years [20], [21]. In particular,

for MANETs or DTNs, certain routing schemes that utilize

“mobility prediction” have recently been proposed. Reference

[22] presents a routing scheme using the trajectories of the

mobile nodes to predict their future moving direction, and

then, the sender uses the predicted information to choose the

proper forwarding node moving toward the message recipient.

Reference [23] builds a virtual coordinate of high-dimensional

Euclidean space based on the mobility patterns of mobile

nodes. Each dimension in the proposed system represents the

frequency with which a node is found in a particular loca-

tion. This system is then used to compute the routing path.

Reference [24] proposes socially aware routing based on the

property that mobile nodes usually move among a small set

of socially significant points (hubs). The routing scheme tends

to forward messages toward one of the hubs the recipient

visits with high frequency. Reference [25] tries to achieve good

delivery performance and low end-to-end delay in a sparse

MANET where nodes may freely move by casting the route-

finding problem as an information flow problem in a social

network.

Although the aforementioned approaches are effective in

their respective scenarios, challenges remain in the mobility

issue in mobile sensor networks because of ZigBee’s unique

features, i.e., low power consumption, low data rates, and short

communication ranges. ZigBee is designed for the delivery of

small amounts of data at low data rates. Thus, routing schemes

that utilize mobility prediction for MANETs and DTNs cannot

directly be applied to a ZigBee network, because they require

online movement data collection, and the route computation

will introduce additional computation and message exchange

overheads unaffordable in ZigBee.

B. Localization and Mobility in WSNs

A number of works focus on the localization in MWSNs

[26], [27]. Many MWSN localization algorithms determine the

location of nodes by transforming the measured strength of

signals emitted by neighboring sensors into a position estimated

through geometric manipulation, e.g., triangulation. Through

an anchor, i.e., a fixed sensor node that has information about

its location, the absolute coordinates of mobile sensors can be

obtained. To pinpoint the precise location of a sensor node,

MWSN localization algorithms often introduce large com-

plexity because of information exchange and the consequent

network delay. In contrast to applications that require accurate

node positions, for data delivery in ZigBee applications, only

the information about routers to which the destination node can

be connected are needed.
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Another strategy called “network repair” tries to resolve node

mobility problems in a WSN by reconstructing the topology to

maintain the connectivity. In [28] and [29], the authors consider

generic network repair issues. Based on the approach proposed

in [29], if a node finds that the link to the parent is broken,

it broadcasts a message to find a neighboring node with the

shortest path to the coordinator and adopts that node as its new

parent. The drawback of this scheme is that it may cause loops

in the repaired network topology. The approach introduced in

[28] is a reinforcement scheme that allows the parent node of

a failed link to participate in the recovery. However, as shown

in [29], this scheme also increases the communication overhead

and convergence delay.

There have been attempts to efficiently deliver data to mobile

nodes in WSNs based on the property where the movement

of the mobile nodes shows a certain degree of regularity and

the path of those nodes can probabilistically be predicted.

Reference [30] introduces a routing scheme called “data

stashing” to minimize energy consumption and network con-

gestion by exploiting knowledge about the mobility of the

mobile sinks. Instead of directly sending data from a sensor

to the sink, the data are sent to certain relay nodes located

on the trajectories of the sink. The trajectory of the sink is

either announced by the sink itself or predicted based on the

observed mobility regularity of the sinks. As sinks traverse

these relay nodes, the relay nodes then send the data directly to

the sinks. Adopting a similar idea, [31] focuses on determining

the optimal set of relay nodes from the trajectories of the

sinks to minimize the total routing cost for the sensors to

send collected data to the sinks. The idea of “data stashing”

is designed for data collection applications and also introduces

long and unsteady data delivery delay, because the data stashed

in the relay nodes are waiting for the mobile sinks to come. As

a result, the idea cannot directly be applied to the data delivery

applications focused in this paper.

To mitigate the effect of route interruptions caused by

node mobility and realize ZigBee applications, a number of

researchers have studied mobility issues in wireless ZigBee

networks. In ZigBee, if a node loses the link to its parent,

the node and its descendants must rejoin the network, which

can be time consuming and may also increase the communi-

cation overhead. A recent empirical study of mobility support

in ZigBee networks concluded that ZigBee’s provisions for

mobility management are inadequate [16]. The solution that

was proposed in [32] attempts to address this problem by

introducing a faster network repair scheme that comprised a

regular repair scheme and an instant repair scheme. The net-

work coordinator periodically applies the regular repair scheme

to maintain the network topology, whereas the instant repair

scheme is triggered if a node loses the link to its parent.

Both schemes are designed for data collection applications,

i.e., uplink transmissions; however, we focus on data delivery

applications in this paper.

C. Deployment of WSNs

The method that is used to deploy a WSN has a major impact

on the topology and efficiency of the network. A well-calibrated

deployment can reduce the cost, increase the robustness, and

improve the energy efficiency of a network. Various factors

must be considered when we deploy WSNs in different ap-

plications. For example, coverage and connectivity are crucial

factors in sensing and data collection applications. In certain

situations where user behavior patterns are partially known, the

sensor nodes can be deployed in predetermined locations to

fully satisfy users’ demands [33]. The performance of this kind

of deployment is quite predictable, but this kind of deployment

requires prior information about the environment and users. In

contrast, random deployment does not require prior environ-

mental information [34], [35]. Hence, it is suitable for ad hoc

situations such as battlefield or disaster rescue operations.

Aside from coverage and connectivity, other aspects of sen-

sor networks, such as energy consumption, are of interest to re-

searchers. Tian and Georganas [36] propose a node-scheduling

scheme that tries to reduce a system’s energy consumption and

thereby increase the system’s lifetime. The scheme alternately

disables redundant sensors but still maintains the original sens-

ing coverage. In [37], Dhillon and Chakrabarty present two

algorithms to support distributed applications for efficient de-

ployment. The algorithms try to optimize the number of sensors

and determine their locations. Chakrabarty et al. [38] formulate

the sensor field as a 2-D or 3-D grid of coordinates and utilized

the integer linear programming to determine the minimum

number of sensors needed to cover the sensor field of interest.

In this paper, we focus on solving the mobility problem of

data delivery in ZigBee networks while attempting to minimize

the network overhead. As mentioned in Section II-A, many

schemes that deal with mobility issues in MANETs and DTNs

cannot directly be applied to ZigBee networks; however, they

provide hints about how we can exploit the regularity in the

mobility of nodes to improve mobility support in the network.

In addition, to date, most research on ZigBee mobility support

has focused on data collection applications. The network re-

pair strategy demonstrates the importance of constructing or

maintaining a connected network topology, but it increases the

overhead when the network is operating; thus, it is not suitable

for large networks. Meanwhile, the majority of works on the

deployment of WSNs focus on the coverage, connectivity, and

cost of sensors. On the other hand, the approaches in [36]

and [37], as discussed in the previous paragraph, determine

the locations of network routers based on different sensing

interests. These observations motivate us to consider the mo-

bility regularity and unique features of ZigBee when designing

WSNs. By exploiting the end device’s historical movement data

in our node deployment and tree construction algorithms at the

design stage, the operating overhead such as route searching

packets and network control messages as in many conventional

methods can substantially be reduced.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this section, we introduce the system model, the network

architecture, the configuration parameters, and the assumptions

underlying the system model. Then, based on the system model,

we formally define the design objective and the problem under

investigation.
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Fig. 1. ZigBee cluster tree.

A. System Model

A ZigBee network comprises the following three types of

devices: 1) a coordinator; 2) multiple routers; and 3) multi-

ple end devices. The coordinator performs the initialization,

maintenance, and control functions in the network. A router is

responsible for routing data between the end devices and the

coordinator. An end device is not equipped with forwarding

capability, and its hardware requirements are minimized to

control costs. With the three types of devices, the ZigBee

standard supports the following three network topologies:

1) star networks; 2) cluster-tree networks; and 3) mesh net-

works. In a star network, multiple end devices directly connect

to the coordinator, and in a cluster-tree network, routers form

clusters with their surrounding devices. Moreover, in cluster-

tree and mesh networks, the devices communicate with each

other in a multihop fashion.

Among the three ZigBee network topologies, the cluster tree

is the most suitable for low-power WSNs, because it supports

the superframe structure, which is responsible for power-saving

operations in IEEE 802.15.4.1 In addition, based on a dis-

tributed address assignment policy, the cluster tree supports a

very lightweight routing protocol without maintaining a routing

table. Before a topology is constructed, the following three

system configuration parameters must be set: 1) the maximum

number of children of a router or the coordinator (Cm); 2) the

maximum number of child routers of a router or the coordinator

(Rm); and 3) the depth of the network (Lm). Fig. 1 shows

a ZigBee cluster-tree topology with the parameters Cm = 4,

Rm = 3, and Lm = 4.

We consider the system model based on the ZigBee cluster-

tree network with a coordinator, routers, and mobile end de-

vices. The coordinator acts as the tree root, whereas the routers

serve as internal nodes in the tree for data forwarding, as in

the conventional ZigBee cluster-tree network. The difference

between the proposed scheme and the conventional ZigBee net-

work lies in the operations of the mobile end devices. In contrast

to the address assignments in the conventional ZigBee network,

every mobile end device in our network is randomly assigned

a unique address that is different from those preallocated to

1The superframe structure is defined in the IEEE 802.15.4-2003 Standard for
Information Technology—Part 15.4: Wireless Medium Access Control (MAC)
and Physical Layer (PHY) Specifications for Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area
Networks (LR-WPANs).

the coordinator and routers. Consequently, the tree construction

is not subject to the constraint on Cm but is subject only to

constraints on Rm and Lm. To be adaptive to rapid topology

changes, the proposed scheme does not impose any associations

between the mobile end devices and routers. Instead, a mobile

end device simply sends a packet, which is then forwarded to

the coordinator through the routers. Upon the reception of a

packet from a mobile end device, the router forwards the packet

to its parent, as indicated by the tree structure. The location

of the mobile end device is recognized by the network and

maintained by the coordinator, which identifies the last router

that was used to forward the end devices uplink data packets.

When a downlink packet is sent to a mobile end device, the

coordinator delivers the packet to the last recorded location, i.e.,

the last router that received the uplink packet from the mobile

end device. Upon the reception of the downlink packet, the

router simply forwards it to the mobile end device and waits

for an acknowledgement message from the end device. If the

mobile end device has moved from the last known location,

the data delivery fails, and the coordinator starts a search

by broadcasting a message that asks for information about

the mobile end device’s current location. Broadcast operations

are expensive in terms of bandwidth and power consumption,

particularly when mobile end devices frequently move between

different routers’ coverage areas.

In many applications of mobile WSNs, e.g., an indoor tour

guide, the movement patterns of mobile end devices exhibit

certain regularity, because there are explicit paths that visitors

with mobile end devices follow. We collect and utilize the

data about device movements to construct a topology. With the

historical data of node movements, we form a tree topology

that is composed of the coordinator and routers to efficiently

deliver downlink packets without frequent location tracking

overheads. We call the tree topology a mobility-robust tree. The

objective of the approach is to increase the number of successful

data deliveries and thereby reduce the number of broadcasts

triggered by the coordinator due to the location changes of

the mobile end devices. For ease of presentation, we have the

following two assumptions: 1) mobile end devices carry similar

amounts of data and 2) there is no preference for delivering

data through specific routers. The proposed approach could be

implemented without these assumptions by giving end devices

and routers different weights.

B. Problem Formulation

The objective of our deployment framework is to increase the

downlink data delivery ratio in ZigBee cluster-tree networks by

exploiting the nodes’ mobility regularity during the tree con-

struction stage. We consider a joint problem of ZigBee router

deployment and routing tree construction. In other words, we

exploit the mobility regularity in the early stage of node deploy-

ment and during the tree construction. We assume that the WSN

is in a closed region and the number and locations of the

router nodes are to be determined. Although we consider the

framework in a 2-D region, extending it to a region of higher

dimension is straightforward. For router node deployment, we

construct a virtual grid that covers the whole region. Each
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vertex, i.e., the intersection of lines, on the grid is a candidate

location for a router node. The distance d between adjacent

grid points is determined based on the particular scenario and

application. The smaller the length of d is, the better the pre-

cision and performance will be. However, an extremely small

d will result in a very large number of grid points, which will

increase the computational complexity. Thus, the length of d
should carefully be chosen according to the level of precision

required by the application. In the framework, a router node

can be placed at an arbitrary point in the region, not necessarily

at a vertex on the grid. We assume that nodes are placed on

the same xy plane. The communication range of the router

node is represented by a polygon with an antenna gain profile

ANTg that indicates the different gains at different angles of the

antenna and a placement angle degree rant, 0◦
� rant � 359◦

that indicates the antenna direction of the router node.

We model the collected movement data of the mobile end

devices as a transition matrix based on the grid. Each candidate

location (vertex) on the grid is represented by a state in the

transition matrix. We use the grid point to approximate a node’s

location. In particular, if a mobile sensor’s nearest candidate

location is i at time t, it is assumed that the sensor is in state

i at time t. By counting the number of the events of sensors

that move away from or toward each candidate location (state),

we can then derive the transition probability matrix, M . The

matrix is called the mobility profile, and the information that it

contains is used in the router node deployment stage to perform

the following two subtasks: 1) router node placement and

2) coordinator node selection. Router node placement involves

finding appropriate positions for ZigBee routers such that the

target region is fully covered by router polygons, i.e., each

candidate location (grid point) on the grid is covered by at

least one router polygon. Because the proposed scheme exploits

mobility regularity, it searches for a candidate location through

which a large number of mobile end devices frequently pass.

In the coordinator node selection task, the scheme selects a

router node as the ZigBee network coordinator. The task can

manually or automatically be performed. For manual deploy-

ment, the coordinator’s position must be predefined according

to the environment. Our scheme selects the position based on

the mobility profile. More specifically, the scheme exploits the

property whereby mobile nodes move toward the coordinator

(root) of the ZigBee routing tree as frequently as possible;

therefore, to select the position for the coordinator, it searches

for a point (a transition state) with as many in-events as possible

(an in-event of a state occurs when a mobile end device moves

into that state).

After the router node deployment phase has been completed,

the routing tree construction can be formulated as a graph

problem, where a vertex represents an immobile node (i.e., a

router), and a directed edge represents a possible transmission

link from an immobile node to another immobile node. In other

words, a ZigBee network is represented as Gr = (Vr, Er),
where Vr is a set of immobile nodes, and Er is a set of

transmission links in the network. Based on the historical

movement data collected from immobile nodes, each directed

edge e(u,v) ∈ Er is associated with a weight Wr(e(u,v)), which

represents the total count of transitions of all mobile nodes that

move from immobile nodes u to v in the collected data. The

weights on the edges are nonnegative. Our method is designed

to construct a ZigBee cluster tree T in the bidirected weighted

graph Gr. At the edge e(v,u), the node v is the parent of node

u. The movements from u to v are in the opposite direction of

downlink data forwarding from v to u. To minimize the number

of missed data deliveries caused by mobile end-device mobility,

the proposed scheme tries to maximize the total number of

movements that are in the reverse direction of data-forwarding

paths.

We formalize the deployment framework as the mobility-

robust ZigBee tree deployment (MRZTD) problem and define

the following three subproblems: 1) router node deployment;

2) coordinator selection; and 3) routing tree construction. The

overall objective is to minimize the number of missed data

deliveries caused by mobile end-device mobility, thereby min-

imizing the cost of broadcasting incurred by node searching.

Next, we formally define the MRZTD problem.

MRZTD problem

Input: An instance comprises a 2-D closed region G with

grid points, a mobility profile M , a positive radius r that

represents the communication range of the network routers, and

two positive constraint integers Rm and Lm.

1. Router node deployment

Instance: A closed region G, a mobility profile M , and an

antenna gain profile ANTg .

Output: A graph Gr=(Vr, Er) such that Gr is connected and

has edge weight Wr(e(u,v))�0, ∀e(u,v)∈Er, where Wr(e(u,v))
is derived from the mobility profile M . The union of a polygon

with a placement angle degree rant centered at each vr ∈ Vr

covers G.

Objective: Minimize the sum of edge weight Wr(e(u,v)),
∀e(u,v) ∈ Er.

2. Coordinator selection

Instance: A graph Gr=(Vr, Er) with edge weight Wr(e(u,v))
� 0, ∀e(u,v) ∈ Er.

Output: A coordinator node pr ∈ Vr.

Objective: Maximize
∑

Wr(e(u,v)), ∀e(u,v) ∈ Er such that

the edge e(u,v) is directed toward pr.

3. Routing tree construction

Instance: A graph Gr = (Vr, Er) with edge weight

Wr(e(u,v)) � 0, ∀e(u,v) ∈ Er, a coordinator node pr ∈ Vr, and

two positive constraint integers Rm and Lm.

Output: A rooted spanning tree T in G.

Objective: Construct a rooted spanning tree T in Gr such

that the sum of all transition probabilities for edges directed

toward the root is maximal among all possible trees in G. In

addition, the outdegree of every vertex in T should not exceed

Rm, and the depth of T should not exceed Lm.

IV. MOBILITY-ROBUST ZIGBEE TREE

TOPOLOGY DEPLOYMENT

In this section, we present a heuristic algorithm for the de-

ployment of an effective mobility-robust ZigBee tree (MRZT)

topology. To better elaborate the problem formulation and the

design of the algorithm, we design a simple example. The
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example will be presented along with the algorithm description

in this section. The input comprises a 2-D closed region G
with distance d between adjacent grid points, a mobility pro-

file M based on the historical movement data of mobile end

devices, the routers’ antenna gain profile ANTg , and the two

constraints Rm (the outdegree constraint) and Lm (the tree-

depth constraint). The algorithm is implemented in the follow-

ing three phases: 1) ZigBee node deployment (ZND); 2) ZigBee

coordinator decision (ZCD); and 3) ZigBee tree construction

(ZTC). The ZND phase determines the number and locations

of router nodes, the ZCD phase selects one of the routers as the

coordinator, and the ZTC phase constructs an MRZT based on

the deployment in the previous two phases.

The pseudocodes of the proposed algorithms are detailed in

Algorithms 1, 2, and 3.

A. ZND Phase

In this section, the implementation of the ZND phase using

Algorithm 1 is elaborated. In the ZND phase, the algorithm

adopts a greedy approach. As previously mentioned, the input

parameter set comprises a closed-region graph G, a mobility

profile M , and the routers’ antenna gain profile ANTg . We

model the transition probability matrix (mobility profile) as a

directed edge-weight function on the virtual grid. In particular,

if the transition probability from states i to j is p, the weight on

the directed edge e(i,j) of graph G is p. The larger weight on an

edge indicates a larger likelihood that mobile end devices will

move on that edge.

Algorithm 1: ZND.

Input: A grid graph G = (V,E), a mobility profile M , and the

antenna gain profile ANTg

Output: A network graph Gr = (Vr, Er)
1: (Q,Rg, R,Rtmp, rant) ← (E, ∅, ∅, ∅, 0) and define an

empty graph Gr = (Vr, Er)
2: Sort(Q)
3: Dequeue the maximum-weight edge e(a,b) from Q and add

it to R
4: for all e(u,v) ∈ Q do

5: if DiskCover(e(u,v), R,ANTg) = TRUE then

6: Remove e(u,v) from Q and add it to Rtmp

7: end if

8: end for

9: (R, rant) ← FindMaxAngle(Rtmp, ANTg)
10: Add (R, rant) to Rg and add (Rtmp −R) back to Q
11: repeat

12: (R, rant)←FindMaxPolygonCover(Rg, Q,ANTg)
13: Add (R, rant) to Rg

14: Remove all e(u,v) ∈ R from Q
15: until Q is empty

16: for all (R, rant) ∈ Rg do

17: p ← MakePolygon(R)
18: Add p to Vr with a node weight rant
19: AddNewRouter(p,Gr, ANTg)
20: end for

21: E ← MakeConnection(Vr, r)
22: for all p ∈ Vr such that its degree = 0 do

23: AddNewRouter(p,Gr, ANTg)
24: end for

25: return Gr

The first step of this algorithm (lines 1–10) attempts to find

an appropriate location for the first router. At the beginning

of this step, the edge with the largest weight is added to R.

Here, Q is the set of weights on all the edges in E. We sort Q
in nonincreasing order such that the first element in Q is the

maximum weight in Q in line 2 (function Sort). We denote

e as the edge with the maximum weight in Q, dequeue the

edge e(a,b) from Q, and add it into an empty set R. Then, we

iteratively check the remaining edges in Q one by one between

lines 4 and 7. In line 5, we check if the edge e(u,v) in Q and

the edges in set R can be covered by a single disk with a radius

that is equal to the average of the router’s communication range

according to the antenna gain profile (function DiskCover). In

other words, we check if those edges can be covered by the

average communication range of one router. If the edge e(u,v)
and the edges in set R can be covered by a single disk, we add

the edge e(u,v) to set R. After the iteration, no more edges can

be added to R under the restriction that the edges are covered

by one disk with a radius equal to the average communication

range of one router. Now, we decide the router’s location as the

center of the disk. The remaining task is to decide the angle

of the antenna on this router. In line 9, we calculate the sum of

edge weight under the router’s coverage for each possible angle.

We choose the angle with the maximum sum of edge weights

to be rant (the angle of the antenna for this router) based on

the design rationale where most of the node movement will be

covered by a single router (function FindMaxAngle). Finally,

we add the couple (R, rant) to a group set Rg in line 10.

At the second step of the ZND algorithm (lines 11–15), we

keep locating more routers until Q is empty. This step ensures

that the map is fully covered by the routers’ communication

range. Here, every router’s communication range is at least

partially overlapped with another deployed router’s communi-

cation range such that at most two forwarding routers need to be

added for each pair of two routers whose communication ranges

are partially overlapped to ensure the communications of these

two routers. Under this constraint, we choose the location and

the antenna angle with the sum of weights as large as possible

(function FindMaxPolygonCover).

After the loop has been completed, the loop between lines 16

and 20 marks the position of each router based on the group Rg .

We model the center of each disk formed by edge sets in group

Rg as a vertex (function MakePolygon) and then add the vertex

to Vr. In line 21, we form bidirectional edges between each

pair of two vertices in Vr (function MakeConnection). There

will exist an edge e(u,v) in Er if and only if the two routers

represented by vertices u and v are within each other’s com-

munication range based on the antenna gain profile. In other

words, the edges in Er represent the transmission links between

routers. Then, at the loop in lines 22–24, the algorithm attempts

to add additional vertices (forwarding routers) to connect the
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Fig. 2. Example environment.

Fig. 3. Router deployments to cover the movement pattern.

disconnected vertices to ensure that the graph Gr is connected

(function AddNewRouter). Finally, the algorithm outputs the

graph Gr (the deployment of ZigBee routers), where Vr is a set

of routing nodes, and Er is a set of transmission links.

We use a simple example to further elaborate the algorithm.

Fig. 2 depicts a simple exemplary environment. First, our

framework requires the end device’s historical movement data

to be mapped on the grids. As shown in Fig. 2, each grid

point represents a candidate deployment point of the routers.

For simplicity, instead of showing the exact value of move-

ment counts, we use the arrow representation in this example.

The red wide arrow represents a large number of movement

counts, the blue narrow arrow represents a medium number of

movement counts, and no arrow means a small or even zero

number of movement counts. At this stage, routers are to be

deployed based on the principle of pursuing more movements

that are covered under a single router. Fig. 3 shows two possible

deployments for covering a movement pattern. The deployment

in Fig. 3(a) is preferred, because a single router covers most

movements instead of multiple routers in Fig. 3(b). The ZND

algorithm first finds an edge with the maximum weight. Then,

starting from that edge, the ZND algorithm tries to include

more edges with as larger weights as possible on the constraint

that those edges need to be covered by only one router. Those

edges will decide one router’s position, and the ZND algorithm

repeats the routine until the whole environment has been cov-

ered by the routers. Finally, the deployment of routers can be

completed by the ZND algorithm in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Deployment of routers to cover the whole environment.

B. ZCD Phase

This section explains the implementation of the ZCD phase

using Algorithm 2. Based on the deployment completed in the

first phase, the ZCD phase selects one vertex in the region as

the root (coordinator) of the routing tree. This phase also builds

an edge-weight function based on the mobility profile for the

graph Gr. The function will be used to construct the routing

tree in the ZTC phase.

Algorithm 2: ZCD.

Input: A network graph Gr = (Vr, Er), a grid graph G =
(V,E), and a mobility profile M
Output: A vertex pr and an edge-weight function Wr for graph

Gr

1: pr ← ∅
2: Define a weight function Wr for graph Gr such that

Wr ← CombineState(M,G,Gr)
3: if (pr ← UserAssignRoot(Gr)) �= ∅ then

4: return (Wr, pr)
5: end if

6: Define a weight function WIV such that

7: for all d ∈ Vr do

8: WIV (d) ←
∑

s∈Vr

Wr(e(s,d))
9: end for

10: pr ← FindMax(Vr,WIV )
11: return (Wr, pr)

The input of the algorithm in this phase comprises the graph

Gr constructed in the previous phase, the original graph G
with a virtual grid, and the mobility profile M . The algorithm

outputs the root vertex pr and the edge-weight function Wr.

First, we define the edge-weight function Wr by merging states

in the mobile profile M (function CombineState). Each state

in M has a corresponding vertex in G. Some states are merged

into one state if the positions of their corresponding vertices

in G are covered by one disk centered at a vertex in Gr.

Then, the new mobility profile will comprise the edge-weight

function of Gr.

In line 3, we check if the root has been selected (function

UserAssignRoot). If a vertex has been designated as the root,

the algorithm is completed and outputs the root vertex pr and

the edge-weight function Wr. Otherwise, we try to find an
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Fig. 5. In- and out-edge weights for routers 4 and 8.

appropriate vertex to be the root to maximize the benefit of

our mobility-robust framework. As mentioned in the previous

section, the algorithm chooses a vertex with the maximum sum

of in-edge weights, where the in-edge weight represents the

number of in-events. We define an edge-weight function WIV

in lines 7–9, where WIV (d) represents the sum of in-edge

weights for vertex d. With the weight function WIV , we find the

vertex with the maximum sum of in-edges’ weight and assign

that vertex as the root in line 10 (function FindMax). At the

end of this phase, the algorithm outputs the root vertex pr and

the edge-weight function Wr.

For the simple example, the deployment of routers is shown

in Fig. 4. The edges between routers represent the commu-

nication links and have bidirectional weights. The weight on

each edge represents the end-device movement counts from one

router’s coverage area to another router’s coverage area. We

intend to choose a router with the maximum sum of in-edge

weights as the coordinator. For example, in Fig. 5, the sum

of in-edge weights (180 + 4 + 7 = 191) for router 4 is larger

than that (8 + 6 + 27 = 41) for router 8. Thus, we will choose

router 4 as the coordinator, given these two routers. The ZCD

algorithm calculates each router’s sum of in-edge weights and

chooses the router with the maximum sum of in-edge weights

as the coordinator.

C. ZTC Phase

This section explains the implementation of the ZTC phase

using Algorithm 3. So far, we have derived the router deploy-

ment graph Gr with an edge-weight function Wr that represents

the movement tendency of mobile end devices. We have also

assigned a vertex as the root. In this phase, we use those results,

along with the network constraints Rm and Lm, as the input to

construct a single rooted tree T as the ZigBee routing tree.

Algorithm 3: ZTC.

Input: A network graph Gr = (Vr, Er) with Wr and pr, Rm,

and Lm

Output: A ZigBee routing tree T
1: Define a tree T = (VT , ET ) whose root node is pr
2: repeat

3: Q ← ∅
4: for all e(u,v) ∈ Er, u /∈ T, v ∈ T do

5: Add e(u,v) to Q
6: end for

7: Sort(Q)
8: for all e(a,b) ∈ Q do

9: if CheckLegal(e(a,b), T,Rm, Lm) = TRUE then

10: Remove e(a,b) from Q

Fig. 6. Final deployment and tree topology.

11: Add a to VT

12: Add e(a,b) to ET

13: break

14: end if

15: end for

16: until |Vr| = |T |
17: return T

The algorithm defines a tree and initially takes pr as the root

node. The main loop is in lines 2–16, and the tree is constructed

in this loop until the number of vertices in Gr is equal to that

in T . First, we put into an empty set Q each directed edge

whose source vertex is not in T and destination vertex is in

T . Then, in line 7 (function Sort), the algorithm sorts Q in

nonincreasing order such that the first element in Q is the edge

with the largest weight. The iteration in lines 8–15 sequentially

adds the edges with the largest weights to T while maintaining

the tree’s legality. In line 9, we check if T is still legal after the

edge e(a,b) in Q has been added to T (function CheckLegal). If

T is legal, we add the edge e(a,b) to the tree. Otherwise, we try

to add the edge with the second largest weight in Q, and so on,

during this iteration. Finally, the algorithm outputs the tree T .

Recall that, for the tree construction, our design rationale

is to prefer that the paths of downlink data delivery and end-

device movement patterns are as close as possible and in reverse

direction. To achieve this goal for the simple example, the ZTC

algorithm constructs the ZigBee routing tree that includes only

the coordinator at first. The edge with the maximum weight

among all edges directed at the coordinator will then be selected

to be included as part of the tree. Then, the edge with the

maximum weight among all remaining edges directed at the

tree will be chosen to be included, and so on, until all routers

are connected by the tree, as shown in Fig. 6. We can observe

in Figs. 6 and 7 that the tree has the tendency to “grow” along

the end-device movement paths (the arrows), and the directions

of downlink data delivery and end device movement paths tend

to be close and in reverse direction.

D. Complexity Analysis

In this section, we discuss the complexity of the proposed

algorithms. The initial steps in Algorithm 1 take O(|E|) time,

and the sorting procedure takes O(|E| × log |E|) time. For the

first loop in lines 4–7, the DiskCover function must perform
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Fig. 7. Tree structure.

O(|E|2) operations in the worst case to check if the edges are

covered by a single disk. In particular, it checks the distance

between each pair of edges. Thus, this loop takes O(|E|3) time.

Then, for the FindMaxAngle function, we assume that the

angle of an antenna can precisely be set to the degree. Thus,

the FindMaxAngle function takes at most 360 ∗O(|E|) time

to find the best angle, even with using brute-force search. The

function FindMaxPolygonCover performs O(|E|3) operations

for edge coverage checking on each possible angle. Thus, the

second loop takes O(|E|4) time. The second loop performs at

most O(|E|) operations to enable the MakePolygon function

to calculate the center point of each polygon. The MakeCon-

nection function performs O(|Vr|
2) operations to connect each

pair of vertices in Vr. Then, the AddNewRouter function takes

O(|Vr|
2) time to connect the disconnected vertices. Thus, the

loop in lines 22–24 takes O(|Vr|
3) time. Because |Vr| should

be less than |E|, the worst case time complexity of the ZTG

phase is O(|E|4).
In Algorithm 2, the CombineState function performs

O(|V |) operations to merge the states. The WIV function

assignment in lines 7–9 performs O(|Vr|) operations, and the

FindMax function performs O(|Vr|) operations to achieve the

maximum. Thus, the worst case time complexity of the ZCD

phase is O(|V |), because |V | is larger than or equal to |Vr|.
In Algorithm 3, the main loop in lines 2–16 has two inner

loops. The first inner loop takes O(|Er|) time, and the second

inner loop performs O(|Er|) operations in the worst case,

because the CheckLegal function only takes constant time. The

sorting procedure in the main loop takes at most O(|Er| ×
log |Er|) time. Hence, the ZTC phase takes O(|Vr| × |Er| ×
log |Er|) time.

The overall time complexity of a complete process, including

the three phases, is O(|E|4), because |E| is at least equal to or

larger than (|Er|) and (|V |) for grids with more than two rows

and two columns.

V. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

In this section, we discuss the simulations that we con-

ducted and consider the insights gained on mobility-robust

tree topologies for ZigBee wireless networks. The proposed

framework is used to deploy routers in a real-world indoor

scenario with a custom-made mobility model and a real-world

outdoor scenario with a real data set of human mobility trace so

that the coverage and connectivity constraints2 can be satisfied.

We use the ns-2 simulator, with the parameter settings specified

in the ZigBee standard [6], to evaluate the performance of the

proposed approach.

A. Simulation Setup

The two scenarios used for the performance evaluation are

the Taipei World Trade Center’s Nangang Exhibition Hall and

the Magic Kingdom, which is one of four theme parks at the

Walt Disney World Resort, Orlando, FL. The layout of the two

scenarios is shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively.

We use the Ground Level Exhibition Hall to evaluate the

performance of our framework for indoor applications, e.g.,

trade shows or museum tours. The hall’s dimensions are ap-

proximately 200 × 150 m, and there is 22 680 m2 of exhibition

space. The arrangements of the booths, shown in Fig. 8(a),

are based on a real business exhibition. There are four rec-

ommended touring paths in the exhibition hall, as shown in

Fig. 8(b) and (c). The paths can be designated by exhibition

organizers, or they may simply be the paths frequently used by

a large number of people who carry mobile end devices. It is

assumed that people who carry mobile end devices will follow

the recommended tour path. The mobility profile that is used by

the framework in the simulation of this scenario is based on a

2-h trace in which 100 people with mobile end devices move at

an average speed of 1.5 m/s in the exhibition hall. There is an

80% probability that people will follow the recommended tour

paths.

To evaluate the performance of our framework in outdoor

applications such as the World Expo or amusement parks,

we selected the Magic Kingdom, Disney World (Orlando), as

shown in Fig. 9(a). The red lines on the map depict the boundary

of the coverage area of the network at the park. The area of the

park is about 433 014 m2, which is nearly 20 times larger than

the Nangang Exhibition Hall. Instead of the recommended tour

paths, for this scenario, we adopt a real human mobility data

set collected by Rhee et al. at North Carolina State University

(NCSU) [39]. The Disney World traces were obtained from

19 volunteers (41 traces) spending their holidays in various

theme parks in the Disney World. We only pick the traces by

those visiting the Magic Park (15 traces) for the simulation.

Fig. 9(b) shows one sample trace for the Disney World scenario.

We use F-shaped irregular antennas in the simulations, but

other types of antennas can easily be adapted. The radiation

pattern of the F-shaped antenna (embedded in the Chipcon

CC2420 RF transceiver [40]) used in the simulations is mea-

sured by Ansoft HFSS [41]. The ns-2 simulator assumes that

nodes are placed on the same xy plane. The average and the

standard deviations of the gain values (after normalization) on

the selected horizontal plane are 0.69 and 0.19, respectively.

The average communication range is about 48 m.

2The constraint on coverage ensures the coverage of any spot in the deploy-
ment space by at least one router, and the constraint on connectivity ensures the
existence of a direct or indirect way for any spot to connect with the root.
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Fig. 8. Taipei World Trade Center’s Nangang Exhibition Hall. (a) Floor plan. (b) Recommended paths 1 and 2. (c) Recommended paths 3 and 4.

In each scenario, we compare the performance of our frame-

work with that of the minimum spanning tree (MST) approach

in [42] and ad hoc routing by the ZigBee standard. Recall that

the proposed scheme utilizes an overhearing technique. We test

the MST with three routing mechanisms. The first mechanism

uses the proposed overhearing technique, the second mech-

anism uses the original routing mechanism specified by the

ZigBee standard without flooding, and the third mechanism is

the original routing mechanism with flooding. Flooding is made

by the coordinator when a data delivery fails and the network

loses track of the target mobile end device. The locations of

the coordinator and routers in our routing tree and in ad hoc

routing are determined by the proposed approach. For the MST,

the locations of the coordinator or routers and the connections

between them are determined by the deployment tool proposed

in [18] and [19]. The tool uses the minimum number of nodes

to cover the space and executes a breadth-first-like algorithm to

derive a feasible tree topology.

To evaluate the aforementioned routing approaches, we uti-

lize the following four performance metrics:

1) packet delivery ratio;

2) one-way delay;

3) routing overhead;

4) effective path duration.
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Fig. 9. Magic Kingdom, Disney World (Orlando). (a) Map. (b) One sample trace.

The packet delivery ratio is the ratio of the number of data

packets that were successfully delivered to mobile end devices

over the number of data packets that should be delivered. The

one-way delay is the average time that a packet from the

coordinator takes to travel to the target mobile end device.

The routing overhead is the ratio of the number of packets

used to exchange routing information to the total number of

packets in the network. The effective path duration, which is

conceptually similar to the path duration in [43], is defined

as the average time for a mobile end device to stay on the

same branch of the tree, where the packet delivery to the end

device can be successful by overhearing. This metric is used

to assess the characteristics of different tree topologies in the

indoor scenario, because for the outdoor scenario, we focus on

verifying the performance on the real human traces.

In each topology, every mobile end device is expected to

receive a 70-kB packet dispatched by the coordinator under

a Poisson distribution, where the mean interpacket interval is

set at 10 s. We measure the variations of the performance

metrics against the number of mobile end devices, the speed

of the devices, the length of the location update period, and

the mobility regularity. The location update period is the time

between packets sent by a mobile end device to the coordinator,

and the coordinator can derive the current location of the mobile

end device from the packets. Mobility regularity is defined as

the probability that a mobile end device will continue on the

recommended path when it encounters a path intersection. If

the device deviates from the recommended path, it randomly

selects one of the other paths at the intersection with equal

probabilities. For the indoor scenario, all four control factors,

except the length of the location update period, are adopted,

because intuitively, the effective path period is irrelevant to

the location update period. For the outdoor scenario, because

the mobility trace data set is given, we only measure the

performance metrics against the length of the location update

period. Although the impacts of the aforementioned parameters

of interest are assessed, the default settings of other parameters

are set as follows. The number of mobile end devices is 150.

The speed of each device is 1.5 m/s. The location update period

is 240 s, and the mobility regularity is 80%. The parameter

settings in the ns-2, based on the standard ZigBee specifications

[6], are listed in Table I. The unlisted specifications are set as

TABLE I
PARAMETER SETTINGS IN ns-2

default values in ns-2. The results are derived by averaging ten

simulations, each of which runs for 7200 s. To ensure that the

comparisons were fair, the three topologies were evaluated on

the same data set.

B. Results and Observations

In this section, we present the numerical results of the

simulations and also consider the implications of the results.

The abbreviations for the routing tree and routing mechanisms

are given as follows: 1) MRZT, the tree that is generated

by our framework using the proposed overhearing technique;

2) MST; and 3) ad hoc routing with the ZigBee specification

(Ad Hoc). The routing mechanisms adopted by the MST are

Original ZigBee tree routing with the ZigBee specification

(Ori), original ZigBee tree routing with flooding (Ori Flood-

ing), and mobility-robust routing (MRR; using the overhearing

technique proposed in this paper).

1) Case 1—Indoor Environment Scenario: In this section,

we consider a scenario in an indoor environment (the Nangang

Exhibition Hall). The tree topologies discussed in this case

are the MRZT determined by our framework for multiple

recommended touring paths and the MST.

Fig. 10(a) shows the relationship between the effective path

duration and the number of nodes. We observe that the effective

path period remains the same, despite the change in the number

of nodes. Intuitively, the effective path period is irrelevant to the

number of mobile end devices, and the latter has a negligible

impact on the effective path duration. The graph in Fig. 10(b)
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Fig. 10. Effective path duration for different tree topologies. Default values of the parameters are given as follows: the number of mobile end devices is 150,
the speed of each device is 1.5 m/s, and the mobility regularity is 80%. (a) Effective path duration versus the number of nodes. (b) Effective path duration versus
the speed of mobile end devices. (c) Effective path duration versus mobility regularity.

Fig. 11. Impact of the number of mobile end devices (the speed of each device is 1.5 m/s, the location update period is 240 s, and the mobility regularity is 80%).
(a) Packet delivery ratio versus the number of mobile end devices. (b) Routing overhead versus the number of mobile end devices. (c) Packet delivery delay versus
the number of mobile end devices.

shows that the effective path duration decreases as the mobile

node’s speed increases. This is because mobile end devices

more frequently change with respect to the communication

ranges of different routers when they move faster. Fig. 10(c)

shows the impact of the mobility regularity on the effective

path duration. The mobility regularity measures the probability

that a mobile node will follow the recommended path. Again,

the MRZT is generated by using the historical data (mobility

profile) of 80% mobility regularity. The effective path duration

increases as the mobility regularity increases. We find that the

MRZT optimized by 80% mobility regularity yields higher

effective path duration in different levels of mobility regularity,

even when the latter is as low as 50%. This is because mobile

end devices tend to remain on the branch of the MRZT that

utilizes the mobility profile.

The aforementioned analysis shows that the MRZT always

yields higher effective path duration than the conventional MST

when there are changes in the environment such as the number

of nodes, the speed of mobile nodes, the mobility regularity,

and the location update period. Thus, we can expect that the

MRZT will achieve better performance than the MST with or

without the proposed overhearing mechanism. In the following

discussion, we evaluate the performance differences between

the MRZT and MST using different routing mechanisms (Ori,

Ori Flooding, and MRR), and the ad hoc routing protocol

without the tree topology.

Fig. 11(a)–(c) shows the impact of the number of mobile

end devices on the packet delivery ratio, routing overhead, and

packet delivery delay, respectively. In Fig. 11(a), we observed

that, except for ad hoc routing, the delivery ratio hardly changes

as the number of mobile end devices increases. Under ad hoc

routing, the delivery ratio slightly decreases as the number of

mobile end devices increases. This finding implies that ad hoc

routing is more sensitive to the number of mobile end devices

than tree routing. The MST (Ori Flooding) achieves a high

packet delivery ratio when the number of devices is small,

but the ratio decreases as the number of devices increases,

because the Device Discovery procedure ensures that data will

be delivered by broadcasting messages to locate a displaced

end device, but because we only count the very first flooding

message as the successful one, when the number of devices is

large, the flooding messages cause serious network congestion,

which results in a low packet delivery ratio. Regardless of

the number of mobile end devices, the MRZT achieves a

higher delivery ratio than the conventional MST (Ori) and

MST (MRR), and the ratio of the MRZT is higher than the

MST (Ori Flooding) when the number of devices is large. This

demonstrates that node deployment and tree construction under

the proposed framework have a positive impact on the network

performance. The results of the routing overhead versus the

number of mobile end devices in Fig. 11(b) show that the MST

(Ori Flooding)’s routing overhead is much higher than the other
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Fig. 12. Impact of the speed of mobile end devices (the number of mobile end devices is 150, the location update period is 240 s, and the mobility regularity is
80%). (a) Packet delivery ratio versus the speed of mobile end devices. (b) Routing overhead versus the speed of mobile end devices. (c) Packet delivery delay
versus the speed of mobile end devices.

Fig. 13. Impact of mobility regularity (the number of mobile end devices is 150, the speed of each device is 1.5 m/s, and the location update period is 240 s).
(a) Packet delivery ratio versus mobility regularity. (b) Routing overhead versus mobility regularity. (c) Packet delivery delay versus mobility regularity.

tree routing mechanisms and it is even higher than the ad hoc

routing scheme, which has higher routing overhead than the tree

routing protocols. Moreover, the routing overhead of the MST

(Ori Flooding) increases as the number of mobile end devices

increases, which means that the MST (Ori Flooding) would

be unaffordable if the network was congested with mobile end

devices. We also find that the tree routing schemes used by the

MRZT, MST (Ori), and MST (MRR) have very low routing

overhead and they are not affected by the number of mobile

end devices. Fig. 11(c) shows the one-way packet delivery

delay versus the number of mobile end devices on the MRZT,

MST (Ori), and MST (MRR). The ad hoc routing and MST

(Ori Flooding) schemes are not compared, because we focus

on the impact of different tree construction approaches on

the packet delivery delay. We observed that the MRZT incurs

longer delay than the MST (Ori) and MST (MRR). The reason

is that our framework tends to construct a tree with fewer

branches and as much depth as possible, which is acceptable

for non-time-critical scenarios such as museum touring and

other recreational applications. The delay of the MST (MRR) is

slightly lower than the MST (Ori), because mobile end devices

may catch packets in the middle of the delivery path. The

delay slightly increases for all trees as the number of mobile

end devices increases due to network congestion. The results

in Fig. 11(a)–(c) verify the robustness of the proposed MRZT

scheme under various network sizes.

Fig. 12(a)–(c) shows the impact of the speed of end devices

on the packet delivery ratio, routing overhead, and packet deliv-

ery delay, respectively. The delivery ratio decreases as the speed

increases, as shown in Fig. 12(a). This is because mobile end

devices more frequently change with respect to the communi-

cation ranges of different routers when they move faster, and the

frequent location changes cause the route information to more

quickly become stale; therefore, the probability of successful

packet delivery is lower. We observed that the proposed MRZT

scheme achieves a higher delivery ratio than the other schemes,

regardless of the speed of mobile end devices. Fig. 12(b)

shows that the MST (Ori Flooding) still has the highest routing

overhead. Unlike the other trees, MST (Ori Flooding) and ad

hoc routing are sensitive to changes in speed. The MRZT incurs

longer delay than the MST (Ori) and MST (MRR), as shown in

Fig. 12(c); however, the delay increases for all trees as the speed

increases. The reasons are the same as those mentioned in the

discussion for Fig. 11.

Fig. 13(a)–(c) show the impact of mobility regularity on

the packet delivery ratio, routing overhead, and packet de-

livery delay, respectively. The MRZT is generated by using

the mobility profile of 80% mobility regularity. The results in

Fig. 13(a) demonstrate that the MRZT is sensitive to changes

in mobility regularity. It still achieves a higher delivery ratio

than the conventional MST and ad hoc routing schemes for

various levels of mobility regularities. Fig. 13(a) also shows that
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Fig. 14. Impact of the location update period (the number of mobile end devices is 150, the speed of each device is 1.5 m/s, and the mobility regularity is 80%).
(a) Packet delivery ratio versus location update period. (b) Routing overhead versus location update period. (c) Packet delivery delay versus location update period.

Fig. 15. Impact of the location update period. (a) Packet delivery ratio versus location update period. (b) Routing overhead versus location update period.
(c) Packet delivery delay versus location update period.

the MRZT optimized by 80% mobility regularity can maintain

higher packet delivery ratios under different levels of mobility

regularity, even when the latter is as low as 50%. This is

because mobile end devices tend to remain on the branch of the

MRZT where packets can be delivered to the mobile node or

overheard. For the routing overhead versus mobility regularity

in Fig. 13(b), the trends for all trees and ad hoc routing are

the same as those mentioned in the discussions for Figs. 11

and 12. The changes in mobility regularity do not have a

significant impact on the routing overheads of different routing

approaches. Fig. 13(c) shows that, for the MRZT and MST

(MRR), the delay slightly decreases as the mobility regularity

increases, because the proposed overhearing mechanism allows

mobile end devices to catch packets on the delivery path as

they move.

Fig. 14(a)–(c) shows the impact of the location update period

on the packet delivery ratio, routing overhead, and packet

delivery delay, respectively. The delivery ratio decreases as the

location update period increases, as shown in Fig. 14(a). This

is because longer location update periods increase the chances

that the location information will be out of date, resulting in

more failed deliveries. Regardless of the length of the location

update period, the proposed MRZT scheme achieves a higher

delivery ratio than the conventional MST and ad hoc routing

schemes. Fig. 14(b) shows that the overheads of the MST (Ori

Flooding) and ad hoc routing increase as the location update

period increases. This is because a longer location update pe-

riod increases the possibility of delivery failures; therefore, the

schemes’ recovery mechanisms will more frequently be trig-

gered. Finally, Fig. 14(c) shows that the delay of the MRZT and

MST (MRR) slightly decreases as the location update period

increases. The reason is that mobile end devices have more op-

portunities to catch packets on the delivery path as they move.

2) Case 2—Outdoor Environment Scenario: In this case, we

consider a scenario in an outdoor environment, i.e., the Magic

Kingdom, Disney World (Orlando) shown in Fig. 9. The park is

much larger than the exhibition site in the previous scenario.

We study the performance differences of the MRZT and

MST under different routing mechanisms (Ori, Ori Flooding,

and MRR) and the ad hoc routing protocol without the tree

topology. As previously mentioned, we only investigate the

impact of different location update period, but by comparing the

packet delivery ratios, routing overheads, and the packet delays

of different tree construction and routing mechanisms, we can

observe the advantages and performance gains of the proposed

MRZT in the outdoor scenario with a real human mobility

data set.

Fig. 15(a)–(c) shows the impact of the location update peri-

ods on the packet delivery ratio, routing overhead, and packet

delivery delay, respectively. The delivery ratio decreases as

the location update period increases, as shown in Fig. 15(a).

The trends are the same as those in the indoor scenario; for

all routing schemes, the variation is larger than in the indoor

scenario. Fig. 15(b) shows that the overheads of the MST

(Ori Flooding) and the ad hoc routing scheme also increase

as the location update period increases and the overheads of
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TABLE II
OVERALL PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

the schemes are higher than in the indoor scenario. Finally,

Fig. 15(c) shows that, in contrast to the indoor environment,

the delay of the MRZT and MST (MRR) slightly decreases as

the location update period increases. We can see that, in such

a complex and large-scale scenario with more realistic human

mobility traces (compared to the smaller indoor scenario with

the recommended touring path probabilistic mobility model),

the proposed MRZT still retains a higher packet delivery ratio

and lower routing overhead than other tree construction and

routing mechanisms.

3) Summary of Insights Gained From the Case Studies:

Table II summarizes the overall performance among different

approaches based on the comprehensive experiment that we

conducted in the previous sections.

As we can observe in Table II, our framework (MRZT)

achieves a much higher packet delivery ratio under all circum-

stances. The MST (Ori Flooding) also achieves a similar deliv-

ery ratio, but with much higher routing overhead (up to 30%).

In contrast, the MRZT has a merely 0% routing overhead. The

MRZT does introduce higher data delivery delay; however,

if we compare the delay differences between the MRZT and

other methods under indoor and outdoor environments, we

can observe that the delay difference is smaller under the

outdoor environment (1.5 times) than the indoor environment

(2.3 times). This implies that, with larger environmental scale,

the impact of our approach on the delivery delay is diminishing.

In addition, even with 2.3 times longer delay under the indoor

environment, the data delivery delay of the MRZT is still less

than 70 ms, which is satisfactor under the voice over Internet

Protocol (VoIP) G.114 regulation for one-way transmission

duration [44]. With regard to outdoor and larger environments

such as Disney World, our simulation results show that the

delay is smaller than 320 ms, which is still well-applicable to

our targeted non-real-time data delivery applications such as

touring information and official announcement delivery [45].

In addition, compared to the indoor environment, all the

routing schemes yield a poor performance in the outdoor

environment. This may be because the scale of the outdoor

network is large and may be challenging for a ZigBee network.

In particular, for the MST with flooding and ad hoc routing,

the routing overhead becomes very high when the network is

relatively large. In contrast, the proposed MRZT achieves a

good packet delivery ratio, and its routing overhead is very

low. Although the MRZT does not perform as well in the

outdoor environment (compared to the indoor environment), it

is still the best choice among the compared routing schemes in

terms of the packet delivery ratio and routing overhead. Overall,

the proposed MRZT scheme strikes an appropriate balance

between the packet delivery ratio, routing overhead, and packet

delivery delay for ZigBee wireless mobile applications in both

indoor and outdoor environments.

In addition, with regard to the complexity of the proposed

framework, as shown in Section IV-D, the overall time com-

plexity of the proposed algorithms is O(|E|4). Although the

complexity order may seem slightly high, based on our simula-

tions, even in the complex Disney World scenario, our proposed

framework can be conducted within a few hours on a standard

PC with an Intel Core i7 (Sandy Bridge) processor. This shows

that the proposed framework is feasible for practical target

scenarios of reasonable complexity orders.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a scheme that exploits the

regularity to improve the data delivery ratio in ZigBee WSNs.

The scheme deploys the network nodes and constructs the tree

topology by using the mobility regularity imposed by the phys-

ical environment. In a ZigBee network, packets are forwarded

to mobile end devices through routers. The primary objective of

the proposed approach is to deploy the routers and construct a

tree topology that enables mobile end devices to move with high

probability in the direction of the routing paths. By using the

historical movement data of mobile nodes, we construct the tree

so that most movements are highly probabilistic to move toward

the root, i.e., the opposite direction to downlink transmissions.

By enabling mobile end devices to overhear the packets during

movement, the data delivery can be completed if the des-

tined mobile end device is located along the path of the data

delivery.

The proposed ZigBee routing tree topology deployment and

construction framework incorporates the mobility information,

and algorithms are developed to implement the framework.

Compared to existing approaches, our framework achieves

higher data delivery ratios and longer path duration with much

lower routing overhead in scenarios where the movements of

mobile end devices are with regularity. We used ns-2 to conduct

simulations in two real-world scenarios. The simulation results

demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed approach.
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